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Abstract. On the base of potential theory the characteristics of Lithium nuclei cluster 

photodisintegration reactions are considered in the range of very low and intermediate 

energies. At low energies the important role of E1-multipole and its interference with 

E2-multipole were considered. The essential point is the different character of interfe-

rence of Е1- and Е2-amplitude for the direct and inverse reactions. If for the direct reac-

tion the interference at scattering in forward semisphere has a constructive character, 

then in backward semisphere the interference of Е1- and Е2-amplitudes – is destructive 

one. For the inverse reaction the interference has an opposite character: in forward se-

misphere it is destructive, and in backward semisphere it is constructive. In the energy 

range above several MeV the E2-multipole becomes dominating.  
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Е1-transitions at low energies 

The processes of two-particle photodisintegration of light self-conjugated (N=Z) nuc-

lei with formation of particles with zero isotopic spin like 
4
Не(γ,d)d, 

6
Li(γ,d)α and etc. 

are of peculiar interest for the theory of photonuclear reactions. The cross sections of 

the reactions are unusually small because according to selection rules by isotopic spin 

the Е1-transitions in case ΔТ = 0 are strongly suppressed and the E2-multipoles begin 

to play the determining role.  

The reaction αd  
6
Li  represents peculiar interest as a unique source of 

formation of 
6
Li nuclei in the Big Bang [1]. Its study is important for thermonuclear 

applications as well. However the Е1-transitions in the reaction αd  
6
Li  are strong-

ly suppressed due to selection rules by isospin a violation of symmetry of angular 

distribution of γ-quanta with respect to angle θ = 90
0
, characteristic for the case of 

“pure” E2-transitions, shows the noticeable interference of these multipoles at low 

energies [2]. That is why there appears a natural question about which reasons lead to 

appearance of E1-multipole.   

We think that in this case the reason for appearance of E1-multipole is con-

nected to a clearly pronounced αd-structure of 
6
Li nucleus as a consequence of which 

for subsystems the center of the charge does not coincide with the center of mass of a 

system. For a nucleus consisting of subsystems a and b the dipole operator can be 

presented in form of a sum dipole operators acting in each of the subsystems and 
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motion of clusters a and b. Applying this formula for calculation of the reaction α+d 

 
6
Li+ one finds that in αd-system because of the fact that 2 0dm m    the dipole 

moment dρ = 4.3 · 10
-4

 · eρ appears and it gives the appearance of E1-multipole [3]. 

The wave function of the ground state of 
6
Li nucleus was chosen in αnp-model [4]. 

When constructing the wave function of αd-scattering a deep potential with forbidden 

states was used [3].  

One can observe the Е1-transition in angular distributions of processes  
6
Li  d in the interference with Е2-multipole. In fig. 1 there are our calculations in 

cluster model. As it is seen in fig. 1b the theoretical calculation agrees qualitatively 

with experimental data [2]. Note the different character of interference of Е1- and Е2-

amplitudes for direct 
6
Li  αd and inverse αd  

6
Li  reactions. If for the direct 

reaction the interference at scattering in the forward semisphere (until /2) has a con-

structive character, then in the backward semisphere the interference of Е1- and Е2-

amplitudes – is destructive. For the inverse reaction the interference has opposite 

character. Concerning the reaction αd  
6
Liγ the region lower than 700 keV is still 

important. In this region only data obtained as a result of coulomb dissociation of 

lithium nuclei in the field of a heavy nucleus (Pb) is available that is using the method 

of virtual photons [5]. 

 

               
                               (a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 1. Angular distributions in processes: a  6Li  αd; b  αd  6Li . Dashed – pure Е2-

transition, dash-and-dot – Е1-transition, solid curve – total result accounting Е1- and Е2-

multipoles. Experiment – [2]. 

 

To answer the question about the role of Е1-multipole it is necessary along with the 

angular distributions of deuterons to measure the total cross sections. Calculations in 

works [6] and [7] reproduce the experimental data on total cross sections and astro-

physical factor approximately in the same way (Fig. 2). The result in work [6] is a 

theoretical prediction since it had been obtained before the authors got acquainted 

with the experimental work [5]. 
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           (a)                                                                           (b) 

Fig. 2. Total cross sections (a) and astrophysical rates (b) of αd  6Li process. Experiment  

[8]. Theory: (a) 1 – calculation [6]; 2 –  [7]; 3 –  [8]; (b) 1 – calculation [6]; 2 –  [9]; 3 –  [8]. 

 

Conclusion  

 
The cluster Е1-transition appears due to large difference in masses 2md - m, that is 

because of large binding energy of -particle in dd-channel which is equal to 24.5 

MeV. Because of the difference in penetrability of potential barrier the Е1-multipole 

appears in astrophysical region where the interference effects of E1 and E2 multipoles 

in the angular distributions of particles are the strongest. In such a case the character 

of interference of Е1- and Е2-multipoles in the direct and inverse photonuclear reac-

tions is different.  
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